We examine the optimization of the NLC for e , e , running. The dependence of luminosity on the interaction point beta functions x , y , emittances x , y , bunch charge N, and bunch length z are very di erent for e + e , and e , e , because disruption reduces the luminosity in e , e , rather than increasing it as in e + e , . We examine how m uch luminosity m a y be regained in e , e , by v arying these parameters away from optimized at beam e + e , values. The results are compared with round beam e , e , designs considered in an earlier paper. We examine the optimization of the NLC for e , e , running. The dependence of luminosity on the interaction point beta functions x, y, emittances x, y, bunch c harge N, and bunch length z are very di erent for e + e , and e , e , because disruption reduces the luminosity i n e , e , rather than increasing it as in e + e , . W e examine how m uch luminosity m a y be regained in e , e , by v arying these parameters away from optimized at beam e + e , values. The results are compared with round beam e , e , designs considered in an earlier paper. 1
Introduction
In this paper we study the optimization of IP parameters for e , e , luminosity i n t h e NLC. Simulation results are obtained using the Guineapig 2 beam-beam program.
We begin from the nominal NLC e + e , interaction point parameters and then examine how to optimize these parameters for e , e , running. We focus on the 1 TeV center of mass case, but the general trends would be similar at 1 2 TeV. A previous study Ref. 1 examined some possible round beam designs for e , e , running. Here we focus on the case of at beams.
Basic Parameters and Results for NLC Baseline Designs
Interaction point parameters for the NLC baseline designs 3 at 1 TeV center of mass energy are shown in Table 1 for both the e + e , and e , e , modes of running. We use the following de nitions: geometric luminosity per bunch disruption and hourglass e ects not included L 0 N 2 =4 x y ; hour-glass parameters A x;y z = x;y ; disruption parameters D x;y 2r e z N= x;y x + y ; L D actual luminosity per bunch with disruption and hour-glass e ect taken into account; the disruption de-enhancement H D L D = L 0 . F or e , e , , the e ect of disruption is of course a reduction in luminosity compared to the geometric luminosity, i.e. H D 1. L D is the luminosity per second taking the number of bunches per train and the repetition rate into account. The average number of beamstrahlung photons produced per incoming beam particle is denoted by n , and the average fractional beamstrahlung energy loss per particle by E . The horizontal and vertical rms angular divergences in rad of the outgoing disrupted beam are denoted by rms x and rms y .
Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Grant DE-AC03-76SF00515. Table 2 for both e + e , and e , e , . For example, L 99 denotes the percentage of the luminosity with center of mass energy greater than or equal to 99 of the nominal center of mass energy. These numbers are not signi cantly di erent for the A, B, and C variations of the designs, so are shown only for NLC-B-1000.
Scaling of Luminosity with Individual Parameters
We show in Figures 1 through 6 the results of varying the parameters x , y , x , y , N, and z . In each of these gures, the vertical line shows the nominal e + e , value Changing the emittances or the beta functions does not have m uch e ect on the e , e , luminosity. This is because the e ects on the undisrupted spot size and on H D tend to cancel each other out. Decreasing horizontal or vertical spot size using any o f these four parameters does give a slight improvement in the total luminosity. If the horizontal spot size is decreased, n rises sharply and there is little improvement i n the luminosity near the nominal energy. If the vertical spot size is decreased, there is almost no e ect on n and E , and there is some improvement in the luminosity near the nominal energy. Decreasing z produces signi cant improvement in both the fractional and total luminosities. The main reason for the luminosity increase is the smaller disruption D y . Decreasing z also helps by reducing the hour-glass parameters, but D y is su ciently large that this makes little contribution see Eq. 1 above and Figure  2 of Ref. 4 . There is, however, a signi cant increase in the fractional energy loss E due to beamstrahlung when z is decreased.
Increasing the bunch c harge N also signi cantly increases fractional and total luminosities, but at the cost of signi cantly increasing E and n . Increasing N hurts by increasing the disruption D y N, and H D decreases signi cantly as a function of D y in the range of D y being considered here. However, increasing N helps by increasing the geometric luminosity L 0 N 2 , and the latter is the dominant e ect. 4 . Optimizing e , e , Luminosity
Clearly to improve the luminosity of these at beam designs, one would like to decrease z and or increase N. Obviously we cannot change N and z arbitrarily. Not only are there constraints on how high an n can be tolerated, but there are also constraints due to upstream systems, e.g., the linacs and damping rings. One of these constraints is the energy spread in the linac which scales approximately as N= z . Increasing N= z by 50 or maybe 100 is probably as far as it is reasonable to go. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of doing so by increasing N alone, decreasing z alone, or by a combination of the two. Maintaining the emittance also becomes much more di cult as the bunch c harge N is pushed up, so it may not be feasible to double N and keep all the other parameters at their nominal values. A factor of two increase in total luminosity is probably the most optimistic that one could hope for by increasing N= z . The luminosity increase near the peak energy is much less, due to increased beamstrahlung losses. The round beam designs of Ref. 1 can obtain comparable luminosities even without putting a plasma at the IP to reduce disruption, but such designs have the disadvantage of much higher beamstrahlung losses and increased backgrounds. 
